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The surfaces of aqueous solutions of NaF, NaCl, NaBr, and NaI have been examined using vibrational sumfrequency spectroscopy. Spectra of these salts in mixtures of HOD/H2O/D2O have been used to provide insight
into how simple salts alter the hydrogen bonding structure of water in the surface region. As the anion is
changed, the observed interfacial hydrogen bonding also changes, indicating the presence of anions in the
interfacial region. The isotopic dilution experiments performed on each solution enable separation of the
contributions arising from interfacial water with differing degrees of hydrogen bonding. Frequency shifts in
the peaks attributed to tetrahedrally coordinated water molecules within the interfacial region display the
structure-making characteristics of F- and the structure-breaking characteristics of Cl-, Br-, and I-. However,
water molecules residing in the topmost surface layer show minimal perturbation by the presence of these
anions as probed by the characteristics of the donor OH mode of water molecules that straddle the air/water
interface. These results indicate a significantly diminished population of the anions at the uppermost layer of
the surface region.

Introduction
For the past several decades, the prevailing view of the surface
of aqueous salt solutions is that it is largely devoid of ions.1
This picture has been based largely on macroscopic thermodynamic measurements such as surface tension. Recently this view
has been called into question by a series of experiments2-4 and
molecular dynamics simulations5-8 that show preferential
adsorption of the more polarizable anions to the surface region
over that of the smaller, less polarizable cations. What has been
lacking in the development of a more complete understanding
of these surfaces is direct measurement of the effect of ions on
the surface bonding interactions occurring in these salt solutions.
Because surface tension is ultimately related to bonding and
structuring of the interfacial water molecules, the measurement
of how the presence of salt alters the surface hydrogen bonding
is critical to understanding this puzzle.
In addition to being a system of atmospheric relevance,3,9-11
the effect of simple ions on the vapor/water interface is of
general thermodynamic interest. Most simple ions are ranked
(via the Hofmeister series) on the basis of their effect on the
surrounding water structure.12,13 This method of organizing ions
based upon their abilities to create or destroy structure in the
surrounding water network is of particular use when studying
proteins in aqueous solutions.13
Vibrational sum-frequency spectroscopy (VSFS) has been
used to measure changes in the hydrogen bonding of water in
the interfacial region as a result of the presence of simple
electrolytes in the solution. Previous VSFS studies have
demonstrated how valuable such measurements can be in
measuring the hydrogen bonding of water molecules at this
surface and the sensitivity of the OH stretching modes of water
in the presence of adsorbed surface species.14-16 Isotopic dilution
experiments have been particularly powerful in the identification
of specific interfacial water species with different bonding
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character.17,18 Such studies of the vapor/H2O/HOD/D2O interfaces are ideally suited for deconvolving complicated H2O
spectral features by taking advantage of the energetically
uncoupled nature of the OH and OD stretching modes in HOD.
In particular, such experiments allow the direct measurement
of the frequency and bandwidth of the “donor” OH bond of the
water molecules that straddle the vapor/water interface. This
donor mode, which is directed into the liquid phase and is
vibrationally uncoupled from its adjacent free OH mode that is
directed into the air, has been shown to be highly sensitive to
the water bonding environment in the topmost surface layer.17-19
Isotopic dilution experiments allow measurements of the
frequency and bandwidth of this mode directly, a feat that is
otherwise impossible for H2O solutions because of overlapping
adjacent OH bands.
The studies presented here employ VSFS isotopic dilution
experiments to examine the effect of simple alkali halide salts
on the interfacial water structure. For simplicity, the cation (Na+)
has been held constant while the anion has been changed from
the small, relatively unpolarizable F- to the progressively larger,
more polarizable Cl-, Br-, and I-. By changing only the anion,
the effect of anion size and polarizability on the surface
hydrogen-bonding network can be isolated. The alkali cations
are quite small, are relatively unpolarizable, and have a much
smaller effect on the water structure than the anion.12,13 The
results demonstrate that for the four alkali halide salt solutions
studiedsNaF, NaCl, NaBr, and NaIsthe interfacial hydrogen
bonding between water molecules is altered by the presence of
salt and the changes are dependent on the identity of the anion.
However, the bonding interactions in the topmost boundary layer
are found to be negligibly affected by the presence of the ions.
Thermodynamic Discussion
The surface tension of a neat vapor/water interface is reduced
by the addition of most molecules. Exceptions to this general
rule are simple electrolytes, which increase the surface tension
of the vapor/solution interface relative to that of a neat interface.
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This behavior has been known since ca. 191020 and has been
the subject of considerable study, both experimental and
theoretical. Changes in surface tension can be related to the
composition of the interfacial region using the Gibbs equation
and the concept of Gibbs surface excess.1 Within this treatment,
the interfacial region is defined as the region in which the
number of molecules of solute per unit volume (the concentration) differs from that of the bulk. The difference between the
bulk and interfacial concentrations, the surface excess (Γ), is
related to the change in surface tension (γ) as a function of
concentration (c) by eq 1.1

Γ)-

1 dγ
RT d ln c

(

)

(1)

This surface excess can be either positive, when there is a higher
interfacial concentration of solute (as with conventional surface
active molecules), or negative, when the interfacial concentration
is smaller than the bulk concentration (which is the case for
the salts discussed in these studies). It is this reduced interfacial
concentration of ions that is often interpreted as a lack of ions
at the vapor/water interface.
These thermodynamic arguments, however, contain no molecularly specific information about the structure of the interfacial region, nor do they discuss the types of molecular
interactions responsible for this partitioning of species. The 1934
model of Onsager and Samaras used the concept of image
charges (originally proposed by Wagner21) to explain the
increase in surface tension of simple electrolyte solutions.20
Although this model predicts surface tensions reasonably well
at low concentrations, it does not predict the linear increases in
surface tension that continue up to high concentrations,12,22 nor
does it explain the differences in surface potential measured
for different electrolyte solutions.23,24 The model assumes that
both anions and cations are repelled equally from the interface
(thereby producing no surface potential) and that a layer of water
exists at the surface that is completely devoid of ions.
Experimental surface potential measurements of NaCl, NaBr,
and NaI solutions see increasingly negative surface potentials
with increasing anion size, implying that the anions are closer
to the surface than the cations.12,23,24
Over the past 70 years, there have been many attempts to
develop a model which correctly predicts the surface tensions
and surface potentials of simple electrolyte solutions. Several
of the recent models have included properties of the specific
anions and cations as well as interactions between the ions and
the surrounding water molecules that improve the agreement
with experimental data but are still not entirely satisfactory.22-24
This lack of a clear molecular-level model that correctly
reproduces the experimentally obtained surface tension and
surface potential measurements illustrates the need for experimental data that directly probes the interfacial region.
VSFS Background
VSFS provides vibrational spectra of molecules at the
interface between two media that are perturbed by the presence
of that interface. In the case of the vapor/water interface, probing
these molecules in the OH stretching region provides a picture
of the interfacial hydrogen-bonding interactions. The VSF
intensity measured as a function of frequency is proportional
to the intensity of the visible and tunable infrared beams incident
upon the interface. The intensity is also proportional to the
square of the nonlinear susceptibility. In interpreting VSF

spectra, it is important to recognize that this nonlinear susceptibility, χ(2), can be decomposed into two pieces, a nonresonant
and a resonant component. The measured intensity is represented
by eq 2, where Ivis and IIR represent the incident intensities of
the visible and tunable infrared beams, respectively.

ISF ∝ |χ(2)
NR +

∑ν χ(2)ν |2Ivis IIR

(2)

The nonresonant susceptibility, χ(2)
NR, is constant as a function
of frequency for the vapor/water interface, while the resonant
susceptibility is composed of a sum of resonant peaks, χ(2)
ν ,
with each peak representing a distinct molecular species.
Because each of these susceptibility terms is a complex quantity
having both an amplitude and a phase and the contribution to
the intensity from the nonlinear susceptibility arises from the
square of a sum of terms, interferences are expected to arise
between the individual components. For further details of VSFS,
readers are referred to refs 15, 16, 18, 25, and 26.
Experimental Details
The salts used were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (ACS
reagent grade, 99%+ purity) and were kept sealed and used as
received. All H2O solutions were made with water from a
Millipore Nanopure system, (resistivity >17.8 MΩ cm), and
the D2O solutions were prepared with 99.9% D2O obtained from
Cambridge Isotopes. Two equal-concentration solutions were
made of each salt, one in H2O and one in D2O. Quantities of
each solution (measured by weight in Gastight syringes) were
mixed directly in the sample dish within the cell under flowing
N2(g). Preparing isotopic mixtures in this way ensures a constant
salt concentration while allowing variation of the H2O and D2O
concentrations from 0 to 100%. The salt concentration of the
NaCl, NaBr, and NaI solutions was 0.030 mf (mole fraction)
and that of the NaF solutions was 0.016 mf due to the lower
solubility of NaF. It is important to note that at these high ionic
strengths (0.03 mf ≈ 1.7 M) the double-layer thickness expected
from Gouy-Chapman theory is very small, ∼2.7 Å.1 Because
of measurement by mass (rather than volume) and the use of
mole fraction, calculation of the equilibrium concentrations of
H2O, HOD, and D2O in each sample does not require knowledge
of solution densities or partial molar volumes of the salts.
To prolong the life of the aqueous NaI solutions, which are
light-sensitive, the solution containers were masked with tape
to create a dark environment. Care was also taken to minimize
the exposure of the solutions to light (i.e., room lights were
dimmed while solutions were made as well as during transfer
into the experimental sample cell).
The laser system used in these experiments has been
extensively described in previous publications, so a description
is not provided here.18,27,28 The presented spectra were taken
under SSP polarization conditions. SSP polarization conditions
probe molecules with components of their dipole moment
perpendicular to the interfacial plane and components of their
Raman moment parallel to the interfacial plane. All spectra were
taken with 2-s exposures of a thermoelectrically cooled CCD
camera, and two to four spectra were averaged to obtain the
spectra shown. The spectra have been normalized by the SF
spectrum of Au (which is purely nonresonant in this spectral
region) to remove the dependence on the incident visible and
IR intensities as well as other experimental artifacts;18 therefore,
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they are proportional only to the square of the nonlinear
(2) 2
susceptibility, |χ(2)
NR+∑νχν | . The spectra are all scaled relative
to neat H2O spectra taken on each day so that spectral intensities
may be directly compared.
Spectral analysis procedures used in this study are similar to
that described in our previous publications for neat water
surfaces.17,18 One difference for these salt solutions is that the
spectra have not been normalized by the Fresnel coefficients.
The fitting analysis has been re-performed on the isotopic
dilution series for the pure vapor/water interface, and although
some peak parameters changed slightly, the conclusions did not
change. This analysis was performed again so that the salt
solution spectra could be directly compared to that of the neat
interface, as the Fresnel coefficients could not be directly
calculated for the salt solution spectra due to the unavailability
of the indices of refraction as a function of wavelength.
The fitting routine used for each isotopic dilution series is
performed iteratively such that the peak frequency, width, and
phase obtained for each resonant peak are global parameters
for each individual salt solution, independent of H2O/HOD/D2O
concentrations. Fitting the spectra in this manner constraints
the fits, leaving only the peak amplitudes as truly free
parameters, thereby enabling the spectra to be fit with confidence.
Results
Before discussing how the interfacial hydrogen bonding is
changed upon the addition of salts, a brief review of what is
known about the pure vapor/water interface is warranted.
Previous isotopic dilution VSFS experiments17,18 have enabled
the relatively broad OH stretching region of hydrogen-bonded
surface water molecules to be separated into distinct spectral
peaks arising from various contributing surface water species.
The VSFS response from the neat vapor/water interface consists
of four resonant features as well as a nonresonant response
(obtained from a vapor/D2O spectrum). The four resonant peaks
are assigned to the OH stretching of two distinct types of water
molecules. The highest-energy peaks correspond to water
molecules that straddle the interface such that one OH oscillator
protrudes into the vapor and participates in minimal hydrogen
bonding (free OH), whereas its adjacent OH oscillator (donor
OH) points on average toward the bulk liquid and participates
in hydrogen bonding interactions characteristic of those found
in bulk liquid water. Because of the large difference in hydrogen
bonding between the free and donor OHs, the two vibrations
are nearly uncoupled, as evidenced by a separation in frequency
of approximately 250 cm-1. The other type of interfacial species
contributing to the vapor/water spectrum is water molecules that
participate in more highly coordinated hydrogen bonding.
Though these species are completely surrounded by other water
molecules, their contribution to the VSF spectra indicates that
they are still influenced by the presence of the interface. Two
spectral peaks have been assigned to these types of molecules,
both of which are consistent with the spectral intensity observed
in IR and Raman studies of bulk liquid water. For simplicity,
the bonding of these molecules is referred to as tetrahedral,
though every molecule is likely not fully symmetrically
tetrahedrally bonded.
Figure 1a shows the VSFS spectrum of the neat vapor/water
interface and its corresponding fit as derived from isotopic
dilution experiments. Figure 1b shows the fit with the nonresonant component removed and its composite peaks. The peaks
at 3705 and 3454 cm-1 are assigned to the free and donor OH
vibrations, respectively, whereas the peaks at ∼3200 cm-1

Figure 1. (a) VSF spectrum of the vapor/water interface taken under
SSP polarization conditions. The smooth line is the best fit to the data.
(b) Fit to the vapor/water spectrum with the nonresonant component
removed. Also shown are the composite resonant peaks where the dotted
line is π out of phase with the solid-line peaks. The inset shows the
3200-cm-1 peak more clearly.

(shown as an inset for clarity) and 3325 cm-1 are assigned to
vibrations of the tetrahedrally coordinated interfacial water
molecules. The phase of the free OH is chosen to be 0, whereas
the phases of the other three resonant features and the nonresonant feature are π.17,18 The average peak frequencies and widths
are included with the parameters of the salt-containing solutions
in Table 1.
Figure 2 shows the SF spectra of NaF, NaCl, NaBr, and NaI,
with neat vapor/water spectra overlaid for comparison. The
aqueous NaF spectrum shows a decreased intensity relative to
that of neat water in the 3150-3500-cm-1 region, unlike the
other three salt solution spectra. This decrease in intensity in
the central region is the largest difference between the NaF
solution and neat water spectra. Careful inspection of the free
OH peak shows a slight intensity increase on both sides of the
peak. The spectra of 0.03 mf NaCl is very similar to the neat
water spectrum, with slight increases in intensity in the 33003400 and 3800 cm-1 regions. These increases become more
pronounced in the NaBr and NaI spectra, following the trend
of increasing anion size, with the NaI solution having the largest
intensity. The intensity of the low-frequency end of the NaI
solution is significantly lower than that of neat water, unlike
the other three salt solution spectra, where the intensity is very
similar to that of the water spectrum. A more subtle feature
develops as the anion size is increased, in the intensity well
around 3600 cm-1. As the anion size increases, this well
becomes less symmetric, with a deepening on the low-energy
side.
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TABLE 1: Average Frequencies and Widths for the Resonant Peaks Obtained from the Neat H2O and Aqueous Salt Solution
Spectra with Their Corresponding Uncertaintiesa
tetrahedral
NaF
H2O
NaCl
NaBr
NaI
a

tetrahedral

donor OH

free OH

solvation

solvation

ων

Γν

ων

Γν

ων

Γν

ων

Γν

ων

Γν

ων

Γν

3212 ( 7
3195 ( 7
3210 ( 7
3212 ( 7
3207 ( 7

32 ( 7
42 ( 7
27 ( 7
30 ( 7
45 ( 7

3285 ( 7
3325 ( 10
3335 ( 7
3350 ( 7
3360 ( 7

230 ( 15
133 ( 10
130 ( 10
105 ( 10
110 ( 10

3445 ( 7
3454 ( 8
3454 ( 7
3461 ( 7
3478 ( 7

110 ( 10
92 ( 10
93 ( 10
90 ( 10
78 ( 10

3701 ( 5
3705 ( 5
3705 ( 5
3705 ( 5
3701 ( 5

16 ( 4
19 ( 4
16 ( 4
16 ( 4
20 ( 4

3625 ( 7

85 ( 12

3760 ( 10

85 ( 10

3647 ( 7
3645 ( 7
3632 ( 7

35 ( 5
33 ( 5
57 ( 6

3750 ( 7
3760 ( 7
3770 ( 7

85 ( 10
85 ( 10
96 ( 10

All values are given in units of cm-1

Figure 2. VSF spectra of 0.016 mf NaF, 0.03 mf NaCl, 0.03 mf NaBr, and 0.03 mf NaI in H2O (black). A neat vapor/water spectrum (grey) is
shown with each salt solution spectrum for comparison.

In the visual comparison of the spectral changes in the broad
OH-bonded region for the different salts, the intensity changes
and frequency shifts for F- relative to those of the other more
polarizable anions could be due to a reorientation of the surface
water molecules as the halide ion is changed, or the increase in
intensity with increasingly polarizable anion is indicative of a
higher concentration in the surface region. Although such
arguments are plausible, qualitative interpretation based on
simple inspection is neither unique nor rigorous. Creating a
molecular-level description of the hydrogen bonding environment of surface water molecules based on VSF spectra requires
performing isotopic dilution experiments on these four salt
solutions so that the resonant and nonresonant features can be
characterized and separated. As mentioned previously, these
isotopic dilution experiments not only reduce the number of
contributing interfacial species (for solutions with very low H2O
content) but also provide constraints on the spectral fitting
parameters for each series through the use of a global fitting
routine.
VSF measurements of salts in D2O provide information about
the magnitude of the nonresonant VSF response from the vapor/
water interface. These spectra are flat in the OH stretching
region, which is indicative of a purely nonresonant SF response.
However, the intensity increases from that observed for pure
D2O upon the addition of salt as well as when the anion is
changed. Figure 3 shows the magnitude of the nonresonant
susceptibility, |χNR|, for neat D2O as well as the NaF, NaCl,
NaBr, and NaI solutions, and the values are given in Table 2.
Recall that the observed spectral intensity is proportional to the
square of this magnitude. The nonresonant magnitude is

Figure 3. Magnitude of the nonresonant response in the OH stretching
region for pure D2O and the four salts in D2O.

TABLE 2: Magnitude of the Nonresonant Response in the
OH Stretching Region for Pure D2O and the Four Salts in
D2O
|χ(2)
NR| (au)
D2O
NaF
NaCl
NaBr
NaI

0.105 ( 0.007
0.128 ( 0.007
0.135 ( 0.007
0.147 ( 0.007
0.154 ( 0.007

proportional to the number of contributing molecules as well
as the polarizability. Thus, the observed increases can be
attributed to a larger number of contributing water molecules,
implying that the interfacial region is thicker, or an increase in
the polarizability of the interfacial region either from the
increasing polarizability of the ions or an enhancement in the
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Figure 4. VSF spectra (grey) of the isotopic dilution series of 0.016
mf NaF with the best spectral fits (black). Isotopic concentrations are
included on the right. The spectra have been offset, and the dotted
lines represent the zero of intensity for each spectrum.

Figure 5. VSF spectra (grey) of the isotopic dilution series of 0.03
mf NaCl with the best spectral fits (black). Isotopic concentrations are
included on the right. The spectra have been offset, and the dotted
lines represent the zero of intensity for each spectrum.

water polarizability arising from ion-water interactions. All
three arguments are possible and, unfortunately, experimentally
indistinguishable.
By holding the concentration of salt in each solution constant
while changing the concentration of H2O, D2O, and HOD and
using an iterative global fitting routine (as was done in studies
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Figure 6. VSF spectra (grey) of the isotopic dilution series of 0.03
mf NaBr with the best spectral fits (black). Isotopic concentrations are
included on the right. The spectra have been offset, and the dotted
lines represent the zero of intensity for each spectrum.

Figure 7. VSF spectra (grey) of the isotopic dilution series of 0.03
mf NaI with the best spectral fits (black) as described in the text.
Isotopic concentrations are included on the right. The spectra have been
offset, and the dotted lines represent the zero of intensity for each
spectrum.

of the neat H2O interface17,18), the resulting spectra can be
decomposed into their composite spectral features. The resulting
spectra and their best fits are shown in Figures 4-7. Each of
these spectral series was fit with six resonant peaks and the
nonresonant amplitudes obtained from the salt-containing D2O
spectra. (See Table 2.) With the exception of the NaI solutions
(which will be discussed later), all phases were constrained to
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Figure 8. Trends in peak frequency and width for neat H2O and the
four salt solutions. The marker represents the average center frequency,
the narrow error bars represent the uncertainty in frequency, and the
large error bars represent the peak width. The dashed line facilitates
comparison with the neat water values.

0 or π and are the same as those obtained from the pure H2O
series. Four of the resonant peaks have the same assignments
as those in the pure H2O series: two tetrahedrally coordinated
water peaks and the donor and free OH peaks. In addition to
these four peaks, two additional peaks were added, one on each
side of the free OH, which are attributed to the OH stretching
of water molecules solvating the ions in the interfacial region.
The phases of these two peaks are the same as that of the free
OH, indicating an average molecular orientation with the
hydrogens pointing away from the bulk liquid.
The agreement of the fits with the experimental data for the
NaF (Figure 4), NaCl (Figure 5), and NaBr (Figure 6) series is
excellent, capturing the spectral shape of the broad peak, the
intensity well around 3600 cm-1, the free OH peak, and even
the high-energy tail of the free OH, whose intensity increases
as the anion size increases.
For the NaI spectral series (Figure 7), the fits are good except
for in the region of the intensity well around 3600 cm-1 in the
lowest-concentration H2O solutions. After an exhaustive examination of optimum fitting parameters in the global fits, it
was determined that the best fit (shown in Figure 7) in this
region could be obtained only if the phases of the two
tetrahedrally bonded peaks were allowed to vary. Allowing these
parameters to vary in the global fit of the entire NaI isotopic
dilution series, we determined the resulting phase of these peaks
to be 2 ( 0.1 rad, (∼115 ( 5°). That these peaks remain out of
phase with the free OH suggests a minimal change in the
orientation of the tetrahedrally bonded water molecules with
the addition of I-. Further assignment of a more specific
orientation to this new phase is complicated because this one
phase angle is related to three orientation (Euler) angles, as well
as the symmetry of the vibrational mode being probed.29-31
Allowing the phase of the tetrahedral peaks to vary in the NaF,
NaCl, and NaBr spectral fitting did not result in significant
improvement of the fits, nor was it physically insightful.
Discussion
The isotopic dilution experiments of Figures 4-7 and the
application of a global fitting routine to the data sets for each
type of salt solution allow the otherwise broad OH stretching
peak for the surface hydrogen-bonded water molecules to be
deconvolved into contributing water species. Figure 8 shows
the peak frequencies (marker), uncertainties (narrow error bars),
and widths (wide error bars) for the large tetrahedral, donor
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OH, and solvation peaks for all four salt solutions as well as
the values from the neat water interface. The small tetrahedrally
bonded peak (∼3200 cm-1) and the free OH peak remain
constant in both frequency and width for the different salt
solutions and so are not shown in Figure 8. The constant nature
of the free OH peak (in pure H2O solutions) is consistent with
the non-hydrogen-bonding nature of the free OH oscillator. The
frequency of this vibration is again evidence of its minimal
hydrogen bonding and almost complete uncoupling.
The large tetrahedrally bonded peak undergoes large frequency shifts depending on the composition of the solution. In
the NaF solution, the peak is considerably red shifted from the
frequency observed in neat H2O and is also significantly broader.
Such spectral changes are consistent with the presence of the
fluoride ion, causing a strengthening of interactions between
surface water molecules. The fluoride ion containing solutions
exhibit the type of “structure-making” properties in the surface
region as have been observed in IR and Raman studies of bulk
NaF solutions.12,32
The frequency of the larger tetrahedrally bonded water peak
in the NaCl solutions is slightly blue shifted from that of neat
water, but the difference is within the experimental error. The
width of this peak is very similar to that from the neat H2O
spectrum. Bulk studies of NaCl in H2O show a slight blue shift
and a narrowing of the OH stretching features.12,32,33 Cl- is
considered to be a structure-breaking ion, but less so than Bror I-. The large tetrahedral peak in the NaBr solution shows a
more significant shift to higher energy and is also narrower than
that observed in liquid H2O. This larger shift agrees well with
the greater “structure-breaking” nature of Br-.12 Both the blue
shift and the narrowing are consistent with bulk studies of NaBr
in H2O.12,32,33 The tetrahedral peak of the NaI solutions, in
addition to changing phase, as mentioned above, has also shifted
the farthest to higher energy (of the anions studied here, I- is
ranked the highest in its structure-breaking abilities) and is
similar in width to the peak in the NaBr solution spectrum.
Again, this frequency shift is in agreement with bulk studies,
though most studies have seen the OH stretching features be
the narrowest for NaI solutions.12,32-34 The VSF results for these
three anions clearly indicate that they are present in the surface
region and that their structure-breaking effect is similar in the
surface region to what is observed in the bulk.
The donor OH peak frequencies and widths exhibit minimal
change with changing solution composition, in contrast to what
is observed for the tetrahedrally bonded OH peak. The widths
and frequencies for the neat H2O, NaF, NaCl, and NaBr
solutions are all within experimental error of each other. For
NaI-containing solutions, the donor OH peak appears to shift
slightly to higher energy and is slightly narrower than the donor
OH of the other solutions.
The observed near constancy in the peak frequency and peak
widths for the donor OH modes for these halide-containing
solutions differs significantly with what is observed in bulk
spectroscopic studies of salts in deuterated water. Measurable
frequency shifts and bandwidth changes of the donor mode are
observed in bulk IR studies of HOD in corresponding salt
solutions in D2O.12,33,35 Similar spectral changes in the donor
mode have also been obtained in IR studies of water clusters
with attached anions.36,37 The results of these previous bulk
HOD studies are consistent with the structure-making and
structure-breaking behavior found in the bulk IR and Raman
data of the salts in H2O. They are not, however, consistent with
our SF measurements. That the donor OH peak in the salt
solutions is not changing significantly (relative to that of neat
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Figure 9. Peak areas of the resonant features for neat H2O and the
four salt solution spectra. Error bars represent the uncertainty in the
areas.

water) signifies that either the ion concentration is negligible
or that any nearby ions have a minimal effect on the bonding
in the topmost surface layer (where the donor OH oscillators
reside). The small change associated with the NaI solution may
indicate that the concentration of I- in the top surface layer is
higher than that of the other ions or may be indicative of the
stronger effect that I- appears to have on the water bonding
network.
The two remaining small resonant peaks in the spectral fits
are assigned to the OH stretching of water molecules in the
interfacial region that are in close proximity to the ions. Recall
that these species are not present in the pure vapor/water
spectrum. The high frequencies of these solvating peaks indicate
that these molecules are participating in weak hydrogen bonding.
Peaks with similar frequency and phase characteristics have been
found in VSF studies of ions at the CCl4/H2O interface and
have been attributed to solvating ions that become oriented
because of ion-dipole interactions.38 Studies of ions in small
water clusters also show spectral features in this region.39 With
the exception of the lower-energy peak in the NaF solution,
the areas of the two solvation peaks (which are obtained by
multiplying the peak amplitude Aν by the width Γν; see ref 18
for details) increase with increasing anion size. (See Figure 9.)
The progressively increasing contributions from these weakly
bonded water molecules create the observed asymmetry in the
intensity well at ∼3570 cm-1, and the large intensity increases
to the blue of the free OH. This increase in the peak areas with
increasing anion size further indicates that these peaks are arising
from water molecules solvating interfacial ions. The larger area
is caused by either a greater number of contributing molecules
or increased signal per molecule arising from the ion-water
interactions. As with the nonresonant response increase, these
two effects are experimentally indistinguishable.
Figure 9 also shows the areas of the other resonant peaks for
each of the salts in pure H2O, as well as the areas from the neat
H2O spectrum, for comparison. The areas for the small
tetrahedrally coordinated peak (∼3200 cm-1) are not shown as
they are quite small and constant from solution to solution (well
within experimental uncertainties).
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One of the most interesting results from this analysis is that
the peak areas of the large tetrahedrally coordinated (∼3300
cm-1), donor OH, and free OH peaks remain constant as the
solution composition is changed. The one exception to this is
the slight decrease in the donor OH area of the NaI solution,
though this may be related to the uncertainty in the spectral
phase change for the two tetrahedral peaks. The constant peak
areas are particularly interesting given that simple inspection
of Figure 2 might suggest that the overall intensity grows with
increased anion polarizability. The discrepancy between the
interpretation derived from simple inspection and the detailed
analysis presents a clear example of why accurate molecular
interpretations require careful analysis of VSF spectra. The
observed decrease in intensity (relative to the intensity in neat
water) in the NaF solution spectrum (Figure 2) arises from the
distribution of intensity over a much broader region, centered
at lower energy. In the NaCl, NaBr, and NaI solutions, the
increased intensity in the 3400 cm-1 region (relative to the
intensity in neat water) is due to narrowing of the spectral
intensity from the tetrahedrally coordinated molecules combined
with the blue shift, which progressively increases the overlap
with the donor OH.
It is difficult to quantify the number of water molecules and/
or ions in the interfacial region because of the fact that the sumfrequency measurement convolves the number of molecules with
their orientations and transition moments. An additional complicating factor is that the transition moments, even for a
particular interfacial species (e.g., the donor OH), may change
as the anion is changed. OH transition strengths typically
decrease as the OH vibration frequencies shift to the blue and
typically increase as the frequencies shift to the red.12,40,41 Thus,
as the tetrahedrally coordinated peak (and to a lesser extent the
donor OH) blue shifts, the transition moment is expected to
change, increasing for the NaF solution peaks but decreasing
for the Cl-, Br-, and I- solutions.
Previous VSFS studies have examined the effects of simple
acids such as HCl, HNO3, and H2SO4 and their corresponding
salts at the vapor/water interface.16,42,43 These studies concluded
that the anions were located closer to the surface than the
cations. However, these studies primarily (with the exception
of Cl-) looked at large, highly polarizable, oxygen-containing
anions capable of significant hydrogen bonding interactions.
These studies were not able to attribute the spectral changes to
specific interfacial water species, as has been possible in these
isotopic dilution studies.
Overall these studies confirm the presence of anions in the
interfacial region. The VSF response from the tetrahedrally
coordinated water molecules indicates that F- enhances the
water bonding network in the surface region, whereas Cl-, Br-,
and I- cause a weakening of the network. Unlike the tetrahedrally coordinated water peak, the uncoupled donor OH does
not exhibit significant spectral changes for any of the salt
solutions, unlike bulk studies of the salts in HOD/H2O/D2O
mixtures. This lack of change indicates that there are few ions
in the topmost surface layer of the surface region, where the
donor OH resides. This does not necessarily imply that there is
a top surface layer of pure water but only that the surface
concentration of ions is small enough not to have any significant
effect on the bonding character. This decrease in the concentration of ions as the surface is approached is consistent with the
thermodynamic picture of the interface in which the total
interfacial ion concentration is lower than that of the bulk. The
presence of the two peaks assigned to ion-solvating water
molecules combined with the unchanging nature of the donor
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Figure 10. Results of simulations of aqueous salts at the vapor/H2O interface calculated by Jungwirth and Tobias. The concentration of all four
solutions is 1.2 M. Shown are the normalized number density profiles along the distance from the simulation box center for the cation, anion, and
water oxygen atoms. The interfacial region defined for these simulations is |z| > 12.5 Å. Reprinted with permission from ref. 7, copyright 2002,
American Chemical Society.

OH indicates that these solvating molecules are not confined
to the top layer of the interfacial region, where there are likely
few anions, but rather are dispersed throughout the interfacial
region. VSF measurements sample molecules as deeply into the
solution as the influence of the interface is felt. A value for
this depth is not experimentally obtainable from the VSF
measurements. For estimates of the interfacial thickness, it is
useful to examine recent molecular dynamics simulations of
these salts at the vapor/water interface.
MD Simulations
Molecular dynamics simulations have been performed on a
variety of simple ions and salts at the vapor/water interface over
the past decade,8,44,45 but only recently have relatively concentrated solutions (molar concentrations as opposed to single ions)
been studied.5-7 Results of MD simulations of 1.2 M aqueous
solutions of NaF, NaCl, NaBr, and NaI, performed by Jungwirth
and Tobias, are shown in Figure 10. Only the results of the
simulations, not the methods, are presented here. Readers are
referred to refs 5-7 for further details. The normalized density
profiles of the anions, cations, and water oxygen atoms as a
function of distance from the center of the box are shown for
each of the four salt solutions. These density profiles show that
the interfacial region (the region over which an inhomogeneity
exists) is much larger for the salt-containing solutions than for
neat H2O. The NaF solution exhibits a steady decrease in both
anion and cation concentration from the bulk solution toward
the interface, with the concentration of Na+ being slightly higher
near the surface than that of F-. The distribution of ions in the
interfacial region in the NaCl, NaBr, and NaI solutions becomes
considerably more structured as the anion size increases, with
the anions preferentially segregating toward the interface. The
NaI solution most clearly shows this distinct separation of the
cations and anions near the solution surface.
The simulations also calculate different reorientation effects
for the NaF solution than for the NaCl, NaBr, and NaI solutions.
The NaF solution interface shows very little reorientation of
the H2O-H2O bonds relative to neat H2O, but the H2O-F-

bonds become more perpendicular to the interface. For the NaCl,
NaBr, and NaI solution interfaces, the H2O-H2O bonds become
more perpendicular to the interfacial plane (the effect becomes
stronger as the anion size increases). In terms of the contribution
to changes in the VSF spectra, the more important orientation
effect is that of the H2O-H2O bonds, as the calculated numbers
of H2O-anion bonds per water molecule in the interfacial region
are quite small: 0.02 for F-, 0.07 for Cl-, 0.13 for Br-, and
0.17 for I-.6
Such a structure of separated anions and cations combined
with the reorientation of water-water hydrogen bonds to be
more perpendicular to the interfacial plane should result in a
significant enhancement of the sum-frequency signal arising
from these salt solutions. The combined effect of a larger
number of water molecules with their dipole moments perpendicular to the interfacial plane and an enhancement in the
transition strength arising from the electric field between the
separated ions should result in a progressively larger signal as
the anion size increases. The nearly constant areas of the
tetrahedral, donor, and free OH peaks obtained from the
experimental spectra indicate that a significant enhancement of
this type is not observed. As with MD simulations of the pure
vapor/H2O interface, it is very difficult to compare sumfrequency spectra with density and orientation profiles. With
the techniques emerging for calculating sum-frequency spectra
from MD simulations,46-48 eventually sum-frequency spectra
should be able to be calculated from simulations such as those
presented here. The calculation of such spectra is a good check
for the potentials and polarizabilities used in these simulations
because the calculated quantities can then be directly compared
to experimentally measured quantities.
Conclusions
These studies have examined the hydrogen bonding of water
molecules in the surface region of aqueous sodium halide salt
solutions to (1) determine whether there are anions in the surface
region and (2) examine the effect of these salts on the hydrogen
bonding character of surface water molecules. In these VSF
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spectroscopic studies of the OH stretching region, VSFS directly
probes the surface region that coincides with the definition of
the surface region as defined in the Gibbs treatment (i.e., the
region in which the number of molecules of solute per unit
volume differs from that of the bulk). For our studies of high
ionic strength salts, the double-layer thickness expected from
Gouy-Chapman theory is very small, ∼2.7 Å.1
The isotopic dilution experiments reported herein have
allowed a more complete understanding of the presence and
effect of ions on the hydrogen bonding of interfacial water
molecules in the surface region and at the topmost layer of the
water surface. Overall the spectral observations confirm the
presence of ions and particularly anions in the interfacial region.
Tetrahedrally coordinated water molecules undergo frequency
shifts and changes in width that are consistent with those
observed in bulk IR and Raman studies of aqueous solutions
of these salts. These spectral changes are consistent with the
structure-making nature of F- and the structure-breaking natures
of Cl-, Br-, and I-. In contrast, the uncoupled donor OH that
resides in the topmost portion of the surface region does not
exhibit significant spectral changes for any of the salt solutions,
unlike bulk studies of the salts in HOD/H2O/D2O mixtures. This
indicates that ions in the topmost layer do not cause a
measurable change in the hydrogen bonding between these
boundary water molecules. This decrease in the concentration
of ions as the surface is approached is consistent with the
thermodynamic picture of the interface, in which the total
interfacial ion concentration is lower than that of the bulk. The
nearly constant areas of the tetrahedral, donor, and free OH
peaks obtained from the experimental spectra indicate that a
significant enhancement in anion concentration in the surface
region that is predicted from MD simulations is not present.
The VSF spectra also show no evidence of the distinct, separated
anion-cation structures at the interface of the NaBr and NaI
solutions, calculated by MD simulations. Direct comparison of
the experimental SF spectra with SF spectra calculated from
MD simulations may provide insight into the source of these
differences.
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